
9 Frequencies 
Which Create Powerful Internal Effects 

By Halo Marques, Founder of Mystech 

It is no accident that you are reading this book right now. Frequencies have been absolutely 
transformative in my Life and in my Healing journey and I’m going to share with you the 9 most powerful 

Frequencies which will Create dramatic positive shifts in your Being within a short period of Time. 

Much of this knowledge originates from Nikola Tesla and I have been fortunate enough in my Life to 
experience first-hand some of his Teachings through trusted sources. Without further ado, here are the 

9 Frequencies! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

“IF YOU WISH TO UNDERSTAND THE UNIVERSE, THINK OF 
ENERGY, FREQUENCY, & VIBRATION” - NIKOLA TESLA 



 
 

Frequency One – 7.83 hz 
The Earth’s Natural Frequency (aka. The Schumann Resonance) 
 

 

***Note*** 

The Schumann Resonance (7.83hz) Is listed as "Frequency One" as It Is by far 
the most Important Frequency to use. Without being aligned with the Earth's 

Natural Frequency; which Is Your Natural Frequency, the rest of the 
Frequencies will not work at their full potency. As you read on, this will make 

more sense but It Is extremely Important you understand that this Is the 
ONLY Frequency listed In any type of Order, due to It being the only one that 

Is required for full optimization. 

Wearing this Frequency will: restore your body to its original, optimal 
state which will feel like you have more Energy, strength, and resilience. 

Forged by lightning strikes repeatedly hitting the Earth across its massive lifetime, the 

Schumann Resonance of 7.83 hz is the ‘heartbeat’ of our Planet. As electrical beings, this 

Frequency resonates with our internal ‘circuit board’ and allows our body system to resist being 

altered from any artificial toxic electric sources – namely Electro-Magnetic Fields (EMFs). 



Without Electro-Magnetic pollution, the bodies “circuit board” is able to run at a more optimal 

level, without distortion. 

The results of using this Frequency are astounding! From testimonies on our technology alone, 

we can report that this Frequency will IMPROVE the following conditions (each of which has 

5000+ testimonials behind it): 

    PAIN, ROTATOR CUFF, FOCUS, MIGRAINES, CARPAL TUNNEL, VERTIGO, ENERGY, ARTHRITIS, 

TENNIS ELBOW, MOOD, SCIATICA, BACK PAIN, SLEEP, OCD, FIBROMYALGIA, MOTION SICKNESS, 

MUSCLE MOBILITY, TREMORS, ADHD, MEMORY, JOINT PAIN 

There are many more testimonials outside of these, so feel free to reach out to us and ask if 

7.83 hz is the correct Frequency for you. We highly recommend starting with this Frequency as 

it strengthens your nervous system which is the basis of communication and function in your 

body. After wearing 7.83 hz for a while, you could fine-tune with added Frequencies. 

Frequency Two – 126.22 hz 
The Sun’s Frequency 
 

 

Wearing this Frequency will: attune you with your True Will and weaken 
the pull of distractions while providing a unique quality of focused 
Energy. 

The Sun hums out a constant ‘B’ note of 126.22 hz which was created from millennia of gigantic 

explosions larger than our entire Planet. It is challenging to describe the feeling One gets when 



wearing the Sun’s powerful Frequency, but there is an overwhelming consensus that it provides 

a raw Energy and a more focused mind. It is recommended that this only be worn in 

conjunction with the Earth Frequency of 7.83 hz so that your nervous system is prepared for 

the increase in electrical power. 

Currently the Sun’s Frequency is not sold on its own, but the 5G-balancing bracelet contains 

126.22 hz as one of its three components.  

You may wonder why the Sun’s Frequency is within the 5G-balancing bracelet. 5G technology 

functions on a much denser wavelength which means that there are more towers scattered 

throughout the cities. These dense wavelengths are believed to block out part of the 

UV-spectrum meaning that we could get less of the vital Sun Energy that supports Life on our 

Planet. Wearing this Frequency is not the same as getting the full-spectrum Healing Energy 

from the Sun, but it does help balance the loss in a significant way. 

 

Frequency Three – 396 hz - Earth 
“The Frequency of Liberation” 
 

 

Wearing this Frequency will: promote the relaxation of the lower body 
resulting in emotions shifting from grief into joy & a release of guilt & fear. 

This is the first of the famous Solfeggio Frequencies. It is challenging to talk about the effects of 

these Frequencies without sounding ‘abstract’ or ‘mystical’ because these Frequencies are 



shifting many subtle parts of the human being into alignment. We are not sensitive enough as a 

species to put common words to subtle shifts in our mental state, which is why describing these 

tones begins to sound so mystical.  

People have reported that wearing this Frequency brings about great emotional relief and is 

deeply helpful in times of sadness to help bring Color and Purpose back into Life after loss. It 

has also been reported to help those with paranoia or patterns of shame-inducing thinking to 

regain a positive outlook on Life and renew a sense of Purpose. People commonly experience 

396 hz audibly through tuning forks, but now they can be experienced through our unique 

vibration technology. The most common feedback we have found when wearing 396 hz is that 

people report a new subtle Energy - as to where some people sleep much deeper with this on, 

as you are being even more grounded. 396hz has also been known to IMPROVE PAIN for, but 

not limited to: HIPS, BASE OF SPINE, WEIGHT PROBLEMS, LEGS, ADRENALS, KNEE PROBLEMS, 

FEET, SCIATICA, & FATIGUE. 

 

 

Frequency Four – 417 hz - Water 
“The Frequency of Change” 
 

 

Wearing this Frequency will: facilitate change in your Life by releasing 
painful neural pathways (traumas) and increasing mental adaptivity. 



The second of the ancient Solfeggio Frequencies (read 396 hz for more info), this Frequency 

allows your body to adapt to change with increased speed and comfort. By assisting your 

neurons to release old neural networks, 417 hz creates dramatic shifts in your Life as you are 

prompted to make new decisions – seemingly for no reason. This Frequency is also very helpful 

for relaxing the genital regions specifically especially if sexual traumas have been experienced 

in the past or if there has been a lack of sexual freedom in the past. 

The most common feedback we have is that people feel a “cleaner and abundant” Energy and 

endurance as they go about their day. People feeling stagnant in Life or lost on their way seem 

to be the ones that gravitate towards this Frequency. We recommend this Frequency for those 

who are ready to make major Life changes and want something to kickstart them on their path. 

In addition to these mental changes, 417hz has also been known to IMPROVE PAIN for, but not 

limited to: KIDNEYS, SEX GLANDS, FRIGIDITY, IMPOTENCE, LOWER BACK PAIN, ANXIOUSNESS, & 

UTERINE.  

 
 
Frequency Five – 528 hz - Fire 
“The Frequency of Transformation” 
 

 

Wearing this Frequency will: powerfully support your body with DNA 
repair resulting in less mental resistance and more creativity. 



The third of the Ancient Solfeggio Frequencies (read 396 hz for more info), this Frequency 

allows your body to repair itself at the DNA level which overwhelmingly results in an increase in 

creative output as the mental blocks fall away. By removing much of the internal resistance that 

slows us down, your body will have more Energy to put towards your day resulting in feeling 

‘higher Energy’ or ‘uplifted’. This Frequency also supports relaxation in the digestive tracks 

which are Healing for people with food-related traumas and challenges. 

The most common feedback we have is that people ‘Lighter’ as they move around and that 

thinking, and processing information is able to be accomplished with less effort or strain. 

People feeling slowed down or blocked in Life seem to be the ones that are attracted towards 

this Frequency. We especially recommend this Frequency for those who are looking to produce 

creatively in the world but often feel blocked or hindered in their expression. 

In addition to these mental changes, 528hz has also been known to IMPROVE PAIN for, but not 

limited to: STOMACH, DIGESTIVE ISSUES, GALLSTONES, DIABETES, SPLEEN, ABDOMINAL PAIN, 

LIVER, PANCREAS, ULCERS. 

 

Frequency Six – 639 hz - Air 
“The Frequency of Connection” 
 

 

Wearing this Frequency will: release tension around the Heart area aiding 
in our ability to give, attract, and receive Love. 



The fourth of the ancient Solfeggio Frequencies (read 396 hz for more info), this Frequency 

allows your body release muscular tension around the heart area which results in increased 

feelings of love and connection. If you’re confused how this is possible, think of something 

angry and notice how your body collapses inwards towards your heard (consider the term 

‘hardening your Heart’). Now release your muscles and think about someone that you Love 

who brings a smile to your face. Notice how your heart relaxes automatically in order to feel 

that emotion. With vibrational support to relax your Heart area, imagine how different your Life 

would become as you openly engage with people around you from the Heart. 

With this new relaxation, many of our customers notice they are communicating better in their 

work, social and romantic areas in Life. The most fascinating and consistent feedback is “deeper 

understanding of Oneself” allowing for better understanding and Self-Love.  

In addition to these mental changes, 639 hz has also been known to IMPROVE PAIN for, but not 

limited to: HEART, HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, LUNGS, BREAST/CHEST, ASTHMA, THYMUS GLAND. 

 
 
Frequency Seven – 741hz - Ether 
“The Frequency of Expression” 
 

 

Wearing this Frequency will: relax your throat and shoulder region which 
allows you to powerfully express your ideas, feelings, and sound. 



The fifth of the ancient Solfeggio Frequencies (read 396 hz for more info), this Frequency allows 

throat region to relax which results in not only increased ability to express yourself, but an 

increased confidence in general. This confidence is founded in the subconscious Knowledge 

that you have agency and power in your expression which helps reduce anxious feelings and 

creates a more ‘care-free’ attitude in general. 

The most common feedback we have is a newfound relaxation coupled with an increase in 

confidence and over-all relaxation. People feeling tense and unable to express themselves or 

speak up often find this is the much needed solution they never new they needed. We also 

highly recommend this Frequency for those who use the computer excessively as this helps 

balance the stiffness in the neck and shoulder region. 

In addition to these changes, 741 hz has also been known to IMPROVE PAIN for, but not limited 

to: THROAT, LARYNX, STIFF NECK, AUDITORY SYSTEM, ESOPHAGUS, SHOULDER TENSION, 

COLDS, SORE THROAT, MOUTH. 

 
 
Frequency Eight – 852 hz - Light 
“The Frequency of Intuition” 
 

 

Wearing this Frequency will: relax your visual cortex and nearby glands 
resulting in deepening intuition and inner peace. 



The sixth of the ancient Solfeggio Frequencies (read 396 hz for more info), this Frequency allows 

visual cortex region to release its tension which creates more focused eyesight both physically 

and metaphysically. This results in relaxation in the head, nose, and eyes while also awakening 

deeper intuition and increasing the ability to sense subtle shifts in your environment which 

forms the basis of ‘metaphysical’ abilities. 852 hz also increases your dream state awareness 

and meditative focus by decalcifying the pituitary gland which will allow for an increase in 

spiritual connection. 

The most common feedback we have is a much deeper self awareness and inner peace. There 

are also multiple reports of metaphysical abilities such as lucid dreaming. 

In addition to these changes, 852 hz has also been known to IMPROVE PAIN for, but not limited 

to: HEADACHES, BRAIN, PITUITARY GLAND, PINEAL GLAND, NOSE, SINUS PROBLEMS, 

NIGHTMARES, EYE STRAIN, BLURRED VISION, NERVOUS SYSTEM. 

 

 

 

Frequency Nine – 963 hz - Balance 
“The Frequency of Transcendence” 
 

 

Wearing this Frequency will: relax and decalcify your pineal gland 
resulting in an influx of powerful hormones help you return to your 
awakened state. 



The seventh of the ancient Solfeggio Frequencies (read 396 hz for more info), this Frequency is 

for spiritual awareness and connection. As a result of wearing the Frequency you will find a 

renewed interest in the discovery of your True Nature and in connection with God. This results 

in a deep sense of Purpose and for your Life  

You might be thinking, ‘How is this possible? How can something physical impact something 

spiritual?’. This type of question comes from a worldview which teaches a strict divide between 

the spiritual and physical, as if they are two separate realities with no connection to each other. 

If you look into the science behind the pineal gland you will know that it excretes a hormone 

called Dimethyltryptamine (DMT) which is present during all spiritual experiences from 

near-death experiences to deep meditation to dreaming. The scientist Dr. Rick Strassman has 

done extensive clinical testing on the hormone and reports the findings in his book ‘DMT: The 

Spirit Molecule’. Calcification of the pineal gland (from sources like fluoride) limit spiritual 

experience in your Life while vibrations like 963 hz create an abundance of them. I know it’s a 

lot to process the first time you hear about this, so do research the science behind it.  

The most common feedback we have is a much deeper sense of Oneness and Truth. This 

Frequency also has Create feedback when combined with the 852 hz Frequency for increasing 

metaphysical awareness and ability. 

In addition to these changes, 963 hz has also been known to increase IMPROVENTS in, but not 

limited to: HEADACHES, BRAIN FUNCTION, PINEAL GLAND, PINEAL GLAND, OPTIMAL ENERGY, 

MEMORY, DISCONNECTEDNESS, DEEP/SHORT SLEEP, FOCUS. 


